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The Curious Savage Audition Evaluation Form 
 

Name: _________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 

 Emerging Proficient Accomplished Notes 

Sl
at
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q I announce my name so only 
front rows can hear [Q] 

q I move my hands/feet/body [M] 
q I have to start my part again or 

talk too fast or people can’t 
understand me [R/D/P] 
 
Q = Quiet   M = Movement   
L = Look   R = Rehearsal    
D = Diction    P = Pace 

q I announce my name loudly so 
middle rows can hear [Q] 

q I stand straight with no 
distracting movements yet 
might look tense [M] 

q I say my part and everyone can 
understand me [D] 
 

q I announce my name loudly & 
with smiling energy so back 
rows can hear [Q] 

q I stand straight with no 
distracting movements and look 
relaxed [M] 

q I say my part and everyone can 
understand me [D] 
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q I am really quiet—only the front 
rows could hear me 

q My story is confusing to the 
audience 

q I don’t look @ audience and 
mostly look at the ceiling/off 
stage, my feet, etc.  

q I move around way too much 
and it distracts from my story 

q I sound tired, bored, or scared 
because I am nervous to tell my 
story 

q I run out of time or finish too 
early 
 

q Most of the people in the 
middle rows can hear me 

q My story has a pretty clear 
beginning, middle, and end  

q I look at the audience most of 
the time, but sometimes look at 
the floor or the ceiling 

q I move my hands or body 
around a bit when I don’t need 
to b/c I am a bit nervous 

q I have some energy when I 
speak—some parts of my story 
are exciting! 

q I finish on time yet my ending 
needs more rehearsal 

q Everyone can hear me 
q My story has a clever 

beginning, middle and end  
q I look at the audience the entire 

time 
q My hands are at my sides unless 

I need to make a movement that 
works with my story 

q I have lots of energy when I 
speak—the audience is caught 
up in my story!  

q I rehearse enough so that I 
finish on time 
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q I don’t use all three levels or 
levels aren’t very dynamic 

q I don’t move much in this 
scene  

q I am really quiet—only the 
front rows could hear me 

q I sound tired, bored, or scared 
because I am nervous  

q I don’t add much to the scene 
because I don’t know what to 
say 

 

q I use all three levels yet aren’t 
very dynamic 

q I move with some energy 
appropriate to scene 

q I take some risks and/or seek 
to communicate with my 
scene partners 

q I give and take in the scene 
but find I keep repeating 
myself or yelling to get 
attention 

 

q I use all three levels in an 
exciting, dynamic manner  

q I move with lots of visible 
energy appropriate to scene 

q I take risks and clearly seek to 
communicate with my scene 
partners 

q I project loudly—back rows 
can hear  

q I give and take equally in the 
scene—it’s not all about me… 
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